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Abstract
The search conducted on "The impact of global warming (GW) on the public health (PH)
increasing the bacterial causing infectious diseases (IDs) performed by experiment: Vector-borne
diseases (VBDs) insects, Taif, KSA", the experiment used ants (Taif Tapinoma sessile),
prepared, arranged appropriate nests and adjusted the temperature at (20, 25, 30, 35, 40 and
45°C), for a week of each zone. It revealed the behaviour as (normal, semi-normal and abnormal), the mean of mortality rates were between (0-53.3%). The bacterial contents measured
by the turbidity indicated the presence of multiplication, were between (0.109-0.328). The
bacterial growth degrees by sings were between (+ - +++++) and percent between (12-100%).
Colony Forming Unit/ml (CFU/ml) confined between (1.8X102-15.0X102)/mL. Through this
experiment it turned out the GW had a significant role on the PH, helped the proliferation of
bacterial pathogens that caused IDS. The conclusion wiped from the experiment that the extent
degrees of GW disadvantages on the PH. The PH workers must take the "Preventive Health
Prophylaxis Measures" (PHPMs) to protect the individuals from IDs by eliminating the VBDs of
various types, monitoring the immunological situation of individuals, provided the vaccinations
of IDs and preparing for complete PHPMs against any changes in the PH.
Keywords: GW; PH; IDS; VBDs; Taif Tapinoma Sessile; CFU/mL.
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1. Introduction
GW denoted to weathers variation, detected century-scale raised in the typical temperature of
the Earth's climate system and associated special effects[1]. Numerous outlines of technical sign
presented the climate scheme was heating[2]. Many of the observed changes since the 1950s
unparalleled in the instrumental temperature extended back to the mid19th century[3]. According
to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC); "The Earth system was opposite an
unequivocal heating and probable developed riskily warmer during this century"[4].
The impacts of GW affected PH with causing IDs[5], it affected PH mostly human IDs[6] and
increased in IDs delivery and occurrence[7]. The extended periods of GW provided environment
for bacterial multiplication and increased IDs[8]. Due to the effects of GW millions people
worldwide faced a IDs advanced danger[9]. When coupled GW with extreme weather event
predicted the IDs health effects[10]. GW and IDs worked beyond a jump[11]. GW helped the
opportunities for more clustered IDs outbreaks at non-customary places and time[12]. There
were essential mechanisms for most IDs: Bacterial pathogen, host or vector and location[13].
GW impacted on IDs spreading, changing disease transmission by directly inducing the bacterial
ability[14]. IDs depended on the communication between the human and the causative
contagious bacteria. GW affected the profusion and distribution of VBDs, expanded into new
topographical areas and others vanished. VBDs became more common and GW caused
nonconformities in IDs epidemic[15]. The significant sensitivity of many epidemic IDS to GW
via changing climatic had a critical influence on many practical, some IDs were more sensitive to
GW[16]. GW went beyond empirical observations of the association between climate change
and IDs and developed more scientific explanations to improve the prediction of spatial–
temporal process of climate changes and the associated shifts in IDs various spatial and temporal
scales and established locally effective early warning systems for the health effects of predicated
GW[17].
GW had a direct influence on the epidemiology increasing the IDs prospect[18]. Most VBDs
exhibit a distinct seasonal pattern, weather sensitive affected in many ways both the vectors and
the bacterial pathogens they transmitted. That increased survival rate, depending on the vector,
behavior, ecology and many other factors. The tremendous growth in international travel
increased the risk of importation of VBDs transmitted locally under suitable conditions. But
demographic and sociologic factors played a critical role in determining IDs frequency and
caused major PH epidemics[19]. GW changed in range, period and intensity of IDs via impacts
on VBDs. Temperature affected the spatial–temporal distribution leading to geographical
expansion or shift of IDs[20]. Associated with increased risk of IDs nations affected lead to
increase in IDs and VBDs[21]. Most VBDs involved arthropod had marginal change with GW
and effects on IDs transmission[22]. Variation in the incidence of VBDs associated with GW
changes and increases of IDs outbreaks[23]. GW changes influenced the incidence of IDs
changing VBDs. Temperature influenced the distribution and mass of VBDs influenced IDs
incidence and ranges[24]. The effects of GW depended on the inter-action between the human
host population, causative infectious bacterial agents and VBDs[25]. These VBDs and
intermediate hosts were incapable of thermoregulation and their reproduction and survival rates
influenced by temperature affected IDs outlines[26]. VBDs insect were the major causes of
morbidity and mortality in several tropical and subtropical countries by IDs[27]. GW abled to
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sustain VBDs for longer periods of time, allowing to multiply rapidly and allowed the survival of
new VBDs[28]. In the 21st century, the emergence and revival of VBDs constituted important
threat to PH, causing over a million death and considerable and morbidity worldwide. VBDs
linked to the environment by the ecology and their hosts, including humans. Since VBDs were
under climate changed, raised future IDs risk[29].
Some bacterial pathogens carried by VBDs or required intermediate hosts to complete their
lifecycle. Appropriate climate was necessary for the survival, reproduction, distribution and
transmission of IDs bacterial pathogens, VBDs and hosts. GW impacted IDs through affecting
the bacterial pathogens[30]. GW changes were PH possible impact, the implications of VBDs,
gave their ongoing contribution to global disease burden. Perhaps were multitude of
epidemiological, ecological and socio-economic factors that drive VBDs transmission and this
complexity made significant dispute over the past (10-15) years. Although many of these caused
universal across multiple VBDs, more specific raised in different schemes[31]. Many of the most
common IDs transmitted by VBDs insects delicate to climate differences as GW[32].
It found that a large number of complaints against GW, controlled by several climatic factors and
emanating from the surrounding atmosphere. That found the experiment of one only GW factor
affected the IDs and studied of the VBDs carried bacterial pathogens from place to another
which caused IDs. The objectives of the experiment were to try with only one GW factor as
temperature and VBDs insect were for one week for each temperatures zones (20, 25, 30, 35, 40
and 45ºC). From this noticed the sudden changes of the VBDs behaviour and the bacterial
pathogens which carried on their bodies. Hence, that estimated the effects of temperature which
was one of the GW factors on the VBDs and its behaviour, as well as the bacterial pathogens
carried on the VBDs body and the extent of changes in the bacterial pathogens caused IDs which
had a direct and strong effect on the PH.

2. Materials and Methods
The experiment steps: Collecting of the required ants (Taif Tapinoma sessile) were from AlRehab Garden, Al-Hawiah, Taif. The duration of experiment was in six temperature zones (TZs);
(20, 25, 30, 35, 40 and 45ºC), each TZ stayed for one weak. The incubator temperature adjusted
for each TZ for one weak, then cleaned by sterile method and started the next TZ. Using of
(No=15) ants for each TZ, situated each group in a sterile petri dish with the normal food and
placed in the center a sterile cotton piece humid by sterile water, that covered with sterile gauze.
Observed the ants and recorded the signs during the experiment time included: (Behaviour,
morbidity and mortality). Normal: They eat food, drink water, try to pick the food for store and
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walk. Semi-normal: They eat and drink normally, they did not try to pick the food for store, some
of them around (3-4) ants gathered at the petri dish edge. Ab-normal: They did not eat food, did
not drink the water, did not walk, gathered at the petri dish edge. Collecting the samples for
bacterial detection and isolation from the ants body, that for each group, which did at (1st, 3rd, 5th
and 7th day) for each TZ. The each ants group isolated from the living to sterile petri dish and
laid a sterile saline solution (5-10 mL) to cover all the ants group and leaved for (3-5) minutes
with light shaking. The ants washing solutions (AWSs) were withdrawal by sterile syringes and
placed in the sterile MaCertine bottles with the data on bottle labels. Transferring the collecting
samples to Micro. Lab., the samples included: (Blank, starter and AWSs)[33].
The microbiological Lab. steps: Measurement the samples turbidity did by the Spectro-photometer (APEL-PD-303S) at 450Nano-meter (nm) with using the blank as zero (sterile saline),
starter (saline of each TZ before use) and each group AWSs[34]. Bacterial isolation did by
transferring a loop-full from each sample and cultivated over Moler-Henton agar, incubated for
(24-48hr) at (35-37ºC)[35]. Calculation methods did by: The bacterial growth by signs did
according to (-, +, ++, +++, ++++ and +++++), as followed: (-: no growth), (+: 1-60), (++: 61120), (+++: 121-180), (++++: 181-240) and (+++++: 241-300) colony; The bacterial growth by
percent did by the Equation ([Colony Count/300]X100); The bacterial Colony Forming Unit
(CFU)/mL did by the Equation of multiply the result by the factor according to the used Loop
diameter[36].
The data Analysis: The all results of experiment recorded, entered into the "Microsoft Excel
Sheet", summarized and analyzed, that discharged in the tables and graphs observed the work
activities clear[37].
3. Results and Discussion
Table 1: The mean of ants behavior during the experiment
*TZ
1st day
Normal
20 ºC
Normal
25 ºC
Normal
30 ºC
Ab-normal
35 ºC
Ab-normal
40 ºC
Ab-normal
45 ºC
*TZ: Temperature zone

3rd days
Normal
Normal
Semi-normal
Ab-normal
Ab-normal
Ab-normal

5th days
Normal
Semi-normal
Semi-normal
Ab-normal
Ab-normal
Ab-normal

7th days
Semi-normal
Semi-normal
Semi-normal
Ab-normal
Ab-normal
Ab-normal

Table 1 revealed the mean of ants behavior during the experiment, the normal behavior
continued at a TZ 20°C for 5 days and then moved to a semi-normal on the 7th day. The seminormal behavior was on the (5th and 7th day) at TZ 25°C. Ab-normal behavior started to appear at
TZ (35, 40 and 45°C) and lasted throughout the experiment period. The changes of temperature
through GW was a symbol, its effects on the under the experiment ants were through the
emergence of a changes in the behavior of normal life with the rise of heat gradually through the
experiment explained the extent of its impact on the ants under the experiment and were ease of
clearness of the causes on changes behavior. The impact of GW on the living creatures were
must be very good observed to reduce the changes that may lead to losses in the creatures and
also considered a negative impact on PH.
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GW observed century-scale raised in the average temperature of the Earth's climate system and
connected effects[1]. Multiple lines of scientific evidence showed that the climate system was
warming[2]. According to IPCC; "The Earth system was facing an unequivocal warming and
likely became riskily warmer during this century"[4].
Table 2 and graph 1: The mean of ants mortality during the experiment
1st day
0/15=
00%
0/15=
25 ºC
00%
0/15=
30 ºC
00%
0/15=
35 ºC
00%
1/15=
40 ºC
6.7%
2/15=
45 ºC
13.3%
*TZ: Temperature zone
*TZ
20 ºC

3rd days
0/15=
00%
0/15=
00%
0/15=
00%
1/15=
6.7%
2/15=
13.3%
4/15=
26.7%

5th days
0/15=
00%
0/15=
00%
1/15=
6.7%
3/15=
20%
4/15=
26.7%
5/15=
33.3%

7th days
0/15=
00%
1/15=
6.7%
2/15=
13.3%
4/15=
26.7%
6/15=
40%
8/15=
53.3%

Table 2 and graph 1 revealed the mean of ants mortality during the experiment, there was no
mortality at TZ 20°C and began to appear at TZ 25°C on the 7th day as 6.7% less than of VBDs
under study. At TZ 30°C started from the 5th day by 6.7% was less than 1/10 of the under
experiment VBDs, and then on the 7th day was 13.3%. At TZ 35°C were on (3rd day 6.7%, 5th
day 20% and 7th day 26.7%) respectively. The mortality continued at TZ 40°C started as (1st day
6.7%, 3rd day 13.3%, 5th day 26.7% and 7th day 40%) respectively. The mortality rate was higher
than the reminders, at TZ 45°C where the percentage on the 7th day was 53.3%. The rest of the
days were (1st, 3rd and 5th); (13.3, 26.7 and 33.3%) respectively. The presence of mortality,
proved the fact that it was more stable than human to live in the changing environment on the
extent of GW impact on them and chief to die in a very short time period. It revealed the
morbidity and mortality rates through the follow-up behavior of ants in the high incidence of
temperature through behavior changes as morbidity rate were between (0-53.3%).
The impacts of GW affected PH[5], it affected PH in many ways mostly adversely IDs[6] and
increased in the distribution and prevalence of IDs. Many factors can affected IDS and some may
overshadowed the effects of GW[7].
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Table 3 and graph (2 and 3): The mean of turbidity scores for *AWSs
*TZ
Starter
1st day
3rd day 5th day
0.101
0.109
0.118
0.130
20ºC
Differences
0.013
0.023
0.033
0.102
0.122
0.141
0.163
25ºC
Differences
0.016
0.024
0.033
0.100
0.138
0.165
0.196
30ºC
Differences
0.025
0.030
0.034
0.103
0.163
0.195
0.230
35ºC
Differences
0.024
0.028
0.033
0.101
0.187
0.223
0.263
40ºC
Differences
0.028
0.026
0.023
0.100
0.215
0.249
0.286
45ºC
*AWSs: Ant washing solutions, *TZ: Temperature zone

7th day
0.146
0.043
0.189
0.041
0.230
0.039
0.269
0.040
0.309
0.019
0.328

Table 3 and graph (2 and 3) revealed the mean of turbidity scores for AWSs, the bacteria number
measured by the turbidity degree where increased with the increasing of the temperature, that
indicated the presence of the bacterial multiplication, the degrees of turbidity scored were
between (0.109-0.328). The starters turbidity were clear and almost free of turbidity. At TZ 20°C
scored the lowest reading till the 7th day recorded (0109-0.146). At TZ 25°C it was between
(0.122-0.189), the increases in turbidity reading were gradual without any specific factor, but
increased incrementally with experimental days and TZ. It reached to 0.328 on the 7th day at TZ
45°C. The differences in readings of the turbidity between each day showed changes correlated
with the TZ, that till TZ 40°C which stopped and decreased. Increased turbidity indicated an
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increases in the bacterial multiplications and presented every day to the 7th day of TZ. The speed
of increase in the scores of turbidity indicated the number and amount of bacteria spread with an
increase in degrees of temperature, but the increases were in TZs (20, 25, 30 and 35°C) gradient
but then in TZs (40 and 45°C) proved to the initial TZs of the experiment. This indicated the
presence of GW represented in the experiment by heat experimentation as it had an important
role in the increases the number of bacteria causing IDs that affected the PH and forced it to be
risky.
GW helped the opportunities for more clustered IDs outbreaks or outbreaks at non-customary
places and time[12]. There were essential gears for most IDs: Bacterial pathogen, host or vector
and a recording location[13]. GW impacted on IDs spreading, changed disease transmission by
directly inducing the capability of bacterial pathogens. GW changed suffering the transmission
of IDs concluded altering the contact bacteria of human–bacteria, human–vector, or human–
host[14].
Table 4 and graph 4: The mean of bacterial growth in signs for *AWSs
*TZ
Starter
1st day
3rd day
5th day
00
1+
1+
2+
20ºC
00
1+
2+
2+
25ºC
00
1+
2+
3+
30ºC
00
2+
3+
4+
35ºC
00
2+
3+
4+
40ºC
00
2+
3+
4+
45ºC
*AWSs: Ant washing solutions,*TZ: Temperature zone

7th day
2+
3+
4+
5+
5+
5+

Table 4 and graph 4 revealed the mean of bacterial growth in signs for AWSs, the bacterial
growth of all samples started with gradual gradations, with the first growth of sign (+) were on
the (1st and 3rd) day at TZ 20°C and the 1st day at TZ (25 and 30°C). The growth of sign (++) was
at TZ 20°C at the (5th and 7th) day, it was at 25°C TZ at the (3rd and 5th) day, at TZ 30°C at 3rd
day, at TZ (35, 40 and 45°C) at 1st day only. The growth of sign (+++) was at TZ (20, 25, 30, 40
and 45°C) at days (7th, 5th, 3rd, 3rd and 3rd) respectively. The growth of sign (++++) was at TZ
(30, 35, 40 and 45°C) at the (7th, 5th, 5th, and 5th days) respectively. The growth of sign (+++++)
at TZ (35, 40 and 45°C) all were at the 7th day of all. This indicated there were a gradual and
rapid increases in the bacterial growth with a high temperature. This indicated the temperature
was a factor that helped the growth and multiplications of bacteria in any place. This was the
largest evidence of bacterial reproduction on the surface of the VBDs which transport the
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bacteria causing IDs. Reproduction from this, it became clear how important the VBDs was to
transport the bacteria as infectious agents and how to increase the number in the presence of high
temperature and may lead to epidemics of IDs and risky PH..
IDs depended on the communication between human and causative contagious bacteria. VBDs
became more common and GW caused deviations in the epidemiology of IDs[15]. The
significant sensitivity of many epidemic IDs to GW via changing climatic had a critical influence
on many practical[16]. GW went beyond empirical observations developed more scientific
explanations, to improve the prediction of spatial–temporal process of climate change and the
associated shifts in IDs various spatial and temporal scales and established locally effective early
warning systems for the health effects of predicated GW[17].
Table 5 and graph 5: The mean of bacterial growth in percent for *AWSs
*TZ
Starter
1st day
3rd day
5th day
00%
12%
16%
27%
20ºC
00%
17%
31%
46%
25ºC
00%
20%
36%
54%
30ºC
00%
33%
52%
74%
35ºC
00%
37%
58%
81%
40ºC
00%
39%
64%
88%
45ºC
*AWSs: Ant washing solutions, *TZ: Temperature zone

7th day
42%
61%
72%
91%
100%
100%

Table 5 and graph 5 revealed the mean of bacterial growth in percent for AWSs, the amount of
bacterial growths was between (12-100%). The distribution of bacterial growth into weak growth
was at (0-25%) occurred at TZ (20, 25, and 30°C) were on days (1st and 3rd; 1st and 1st)
respectively. The moderate growth was at (25-50%) observed at TZ (20, 25, 30, 35, 40 and
45°C) were on days (5th and 7th; 3rd and 5th; 3rd and 5th; 1st, 1st and 1st) respectively. The Heavy
growth was at (50-75%) observed at TZ (25, 30, 35, 40 and 45°C) were on the days (7th; 5th and
7th; 3rd and 5th; 3rd and 3rd) respectively. The excessive growth was at (75-100%) observed at TZ
(35, 40 and 45°C) were on the following days (7th; 5th and 7th; 5th and 7th). The rate of bacterial
growth on the (5th and 7th days) of the various temperatures to reach the bacterial growth of
heavy or excessive with an increase in temperature and up to TZ (35, 40 and 45°C) were very
noticeable, which showed the effects of temperature, which was some of the GW factors and
causes an risky epidemic of IDs.
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GW had a direct influence on the epidemiology increasing the IDs[18]. VBDs were intermediate
hosts and they carry and transmit pathogen to living organisms which become hosts.
Temperature affects the spatial–temporal distribution leading to geographical expansion or shift
of IDs to a wider range[20]. GW changes influenced the incidence of IDs changing VBDs.
Temperature influenced the distribution and density of many VBDs which in turn may influence
the incidence and range[24]. VBDs insect were the major causes of morbidity and mortality in
several tropical and subtropical countries by IDs[27].
Table 6 and graph 6: The mean of *CFU/mL for *AWSs
*TZ Starter 1st day
3rd day
5th day
2
2
1.8X10
2.4X10
4.1X102
20ºC 00
2.6X102
4.7X102
6.9X102
25ºC 00
2
2
3.0X10
5.4X10
8.1X102
30ºC 00
2
2
5.0X10
7.8X10
11.1X102
35ºC 00
2
2
5.6X10
8.7X10
12.2X102
40ºC 00
2
2
5.9X10
9.6X10
13.2X102
45ºC 00
*CFU: Colony forming unit, *AWSs: Ant washing
*TZ: Temperature zone

7th day
6.3X102
9.2X102
11.0X102
13.7X102
15.0X102
15.0X102
solutions,

Table 6 and graph 6 revealed the mean of CFU/mL for AWSs, the estimated number of CFU/ml
for each phase confined between (1.8X102-15.0X102)/mL. Through the experiment it turned out
that the GW was playing a significant role on the PH, where it helped the proliferation of the
bacterial pathogens that caused IDs. The CFU/mL produced by living bacterial cells which
produced colonies, the results were that the numbers of produced bacterial units of the colonies
gradually increased and reached the highest number on the (3rd, 5th and 7th) day of each TZ. In
addition, that found the increases disturbed at TZ of (30, 35, 40 and 45°C), from this found the
living bacterial units causing IDs were in live form at TZ of 45°C and continued to produce
living colonies. According to the results the number of living bacterial units increased by a
gradual gradient with increasing TZ and the increases were rapid and produced by ambient
temperature. This indicated that the normal infection of IDs had a doubling in the number of
infected persons due to the large number of pathogenic bacteria and the IDs caused in their very
severe bad or dangerous image that threaten the PH.
VBDs raised considerable concern over its implications on future IDs risk[29]. Some bacterial
pathogens carried by VBDs or required intermediate hosts to complete their lifecycle. GW
impacted IDs affecting the bacterial pathogens[30]. GW changes were PH possible impact, the
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implications of VBDs, gave contribution to global disease burden. Perhaps were multitude of
epidemiological, ecological and socio-economic factors that determined VBDs transmission and
this complexity generated substantial discussion over the past (10-15) years[31]. Many IDs
transmitted by VBDs insects delicate to climate differences as GW[32].
4. Conclusions
The results of experiment for the only one GW factor temperature in changes showed the effects
on VBDs, that changed the insect behavior including inactivity, morbidity and mortality rates. As
for the bacterial pathogens increases showed by the different measurement methods used to
prove the rapid gradient increases, which showed with the help of extraordinary temperature and
its attendance over the body of the VBDs. The experiment showed an occurrence of heat and
VBDs which caused the increases in the number of bacterial units which transmitted by VBDs
and causing risky in IDs threatened PH, as well this confirmed the harmful effects of GW to PH,
that revealed the GW had many contrary effects on the life and PH. Therefore, this activities
recommend to take the major PHPMs to protect the individuals from IDs by eliminating the
VBDs of various types, monitoring the immunological situation of individuals, provided the
vaccinations of IDs and preparing for complete PHPMs against any changes in the PH. The
threatened areas by GW prepared PHPMs as a risky to protect PH from IDs, as well as for other
areas where weather fluctuations may be possible without warning or in a bad way GW might
happened must in risky and must prepare the PHPMs to protect PH and life from the IDs.
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